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1 Introduction

Doug Laney (see Figure 1) originated Big Data’s 3Vs: volume, variety, and velocity[3]. In
the late 1990s, it was becoming evident to him and his business customers that something was
going on in the world of business data. Something that hadn’t happened before. Electronic
commerce, post Y2K was making it easier for companies to collect data from different sources,
the data was in different formats, and the flow data was increasing at an alarming rate.

Figure 1: Doug Laney.
The man credited with
the original Big Data
3-Vs.

In an effort to explain what he was seeing to his customers,
he created a graphic (see Figure 2 on the next page), to enable
them to understand the world as he saw it and how traditional
relational database management systems weren’t designed for this
new environment. Laney’s 3Vs of volume, variety, and velocity
caught on. Others have added an assortment of Vs to the originial
ones1. Laney as even alluded to expanding to 12Vs[4].

Laney’s velocity dimension evolved from the number of people
and organizations that had an interest in creating and collecting
more and more data. In our Big Data exploration, we do not have
the luxury(?) of having lots of companies creating data for our use.
But, we can have lots of independent people create data for us that
we can use.

Our Big Data velocity exploration will be fueled by using tweets
from Twitter. We will walk through the steps to gain relatively
unfettered access to tweets, analyse them in soft real-time (see Section B on page 29) for
sentiment and categorization, and display the results in different ways (see Section 3 on
page 9).

2 Discussion

Since Laney popularized the idea of Big Data, his ideas and terms have moved outside the
world of Mergers and Acquisions. His Vs have been recast many times, depending on how
and where they are used. In our little world, we will also recast them into:

“Big Data is a new term used to identify datasets that we can not manage
with current methodologies or data mining software tools due to their large size
and complexity. Big Data mining is the capability of extracting useful information
from these large datasets or streams of data. New mining techniques are necessary
due to the volume, variability, and velocity, of such data.”

Fan and Bifet [2]

1In February 2016, we counted 19 different Big Data Vs before we stopped counting.



Figure 2: Doug Laney’s original Big Data 3Vs.
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Our discussion and demostration will be a very small sample of tweets. Small enough that
they can be processed in a reasonable amount of time on middle of the road home computers.
Although we will be working with a small system, the ideas and techniques will scale up (with
modest changes) to enterprise sized systems.

2.1 Twitter

“Twitter is an online social networking service that enables users to send and
read short 140-character messages called ‘tweets.’ ”

Wikipedia [13]

Twitter (and its tweets) has become a fast and easy way to share current events, hap-
penings, notifications, and thoughts using a variety of input and output devices. Within the
twitterverse, there are two types of people. Those who are registered, and those who are
not registered. People who are not registered can search, and monitor tweets. People who
are registered can send tweets in to the twitterverse, as well as do all the things that an
unregistered person can do.

For our exploration into Big Data velocity, you must be registered with Twitter. Reg-
istration is free, and no credit card information is required (see Figure 3 on the following
page).

2.2 Tweets

“A Tweet is any message posted to Twitter which may contain photos, videos,
links and up to 140 characters of text.”

Twitter Staff [10]

At its roots, a tweet is an extension of Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)
developed in the early 1990s to exchange short messages (160 characters) between mobile
users. Over time, the name changed from GSM to short messaging service (SSM) [15].
Tweets were limited to 140 characters to standardize the number of characters that each
user could send. (Originally, sender identification was included in the number of characters
a sender could send. So users with short IDs could send more information in the text
compared to users with longer IDs.)

While the number of characters is limited, there are many innovative ways to maximize
the use of those characters. One that is used widely is the URL shortening service bitly.2

bitly shortens a uniform resource locator (URL) to 16 characters, regardless of how many
characters are in the URL[9]. This shortened URL can then be sent via a tweet. Behind the

2https://bitly.com/
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Figure 3: Twitter account sign up page. The initial signin screen (https: // twitter.
com/ new_ account ). A valid twitter account is required to search the twitterverse, either
through a UI or an API.
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scenes, when the recipient clicks on the shortened URL, bitly receives the click, retrieves the
full length URL from its database, and redirects the clicker to the original URL.

In the twitterverse, the relationship between people started out as “friends” and “fol-
lowers.” Person A identified as a “follower” of person B, and would therefore get a copy
of all notifications from person B. This means that A was “following” B. Persons C and D
were identified as “friends” if C followed D and D followed C. Friends had a bidirectional
relationship, whereas followers had a unidirectional relationship. These terms were confusing
to users, so were gradually replaced with the idea of “notifications” [14]. While the ideas of
friends and followers have been disappearing from most twitter applications and user inter-
faces, they still exist in the background and figure prominently in the application program
interface (API) arena.

2.3 Twitter Application Program Interface (API)

To access tweets with a custom program, you have to become a Twitter developer. Becoming
a developer does not obligate you to make you program public, nor to pay Twitter to access
their tweets. In essence, they will allow you to access their data, but will restrict how often
you can access the data. If you want unbridled access to their data, then you can pay them
for that access. In our exploration, we will take the free route.

The twitter API sign-up page requires only a few pieces of information (see Figure 4 on
the next page). They are:

1. Name: what is the name of this application. This name has to be unique to the account
used to create application.

2. Description: just a short description of what the application will do.

3. Website: a correctly formed URL. The URL does not have to be functional.

4. (Optional) Callback URL: depending on how your software authenticates itself to Twit-
ter, you may have to fill this in. If you do and you are using the R httr package, the
recommended value is:

http://127.0.0.1:1410

The httr package creates a webserver that listens for on port 1410 of the local machine3

for Open Authentication (OAuth). Be sure to use the IP address 127.0.0.1 and not
the common name localhost.

3https://github.com/hadley/httr/blob/master/R/oauth-listener.r
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Figure 4: Twitter API sign-up page. You can sign up for a free twitter development account,
once you have a twitter account.

Once the information is filled out, and the you accept the developer agreement, you will
be presented with the application details page (see Figure 5 on the following page). The
“Keys and Access Tokens” tabs contain the keys required by many different application
packages to use the API. Keys specific to the example application have been redacted.

By this time, you will have defined an application to access tweets, and received the neces-
sary keys to allow your program into the twitterverse. Later, we’ll search for specific words
in tweets, and then see how the friends and follower relationships propagate notifications
through out the twitterverse.

2.4 Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis (sometimes called opinion mining) is applying a computer algorithm to
a body of text with the goal of categorizing the text as either positive or negative (or: pro
or con, for or against, etc.). These algorithms generally fall into one of three categories[6]:

1. Knowledge-based techniques: categorizing the text based on the presence of unam-
biguous positive or negative words,

6



Figure 5: Twitter API details page. Information specific to this account has been blocked
out.
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Figure 6: Twitter API keys page. Information specific to this account has been blocked out.
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2. Statistical methods: machine learning techniques using a training body of text to
develop models that are then applied to raw text,

3. Hybrid approaches: a combination of knowledge-based and statistical methods.

We will be using a knowledge-based technique described in [1]. The essence of the tech-
nique is:

1. Receive a tweet based on user provided search word.

2. “Normalize” the tweet by:

(a) Removing all non-ASCII characters

(b) Removing Stop Words. Stop words usually refer to the most common words in
a language, there is no single universal list of stop words used by all natural
language processing tools, and indeed not all tools even use such a list[12, 8].

(c) Changing all words to lower case

3. Counting all the text words that are in the list of positive words

4. Counting all the text words that are in the list of negative words

5. Compute the percentage of positive words in the text

6. Compute the percentage of negative words in the text

7. Categorize the text as positive, negative, or neutral based on the text being more than
50% positive or negative. If neither positive nor negative, then the text is neutral.

3 Results

We will be applying algorithm from the Discussion section to tweets with the following search
words:

• realdonaldtrump

• hillaryclinton

• berniesanders

• tedcruz

9



Figure 7: Real tweet sentiments over time. The green area represent positive tweets, black
negative tweets, and white neutral tweets.
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This set of words was chosen under the assumption that a reasonable number of positive
and negative tweets from a variety of sources could be collected in a reasonable time. No
particular political leaning should be inferred. The tweets were collected for a number of 20
second intervals, and the percentage of positive, negative, and neutral tweets plotted (see
Figure 7 on the previous page).

Another way to visualize how tweets are distributed is by looking at the connections
made by the old “friend” and “follower” connections. While these designations have been
replaced by notifications, they are still evident in the twitter data. Examining the notification
connections between tweeters can give insight into who is influential, and who is a listener.

Given any starting tweet, we can see the originator, the number of friends and followers.
By requesting information about the originator, we can get a list of friends and followers.
Using these connections, we can build a graph that starts with the originator, shows a
unidirectional connection to its followers, and bidirectional connections to its friends. We
can repeat this process with each of the new connections, identifying friends and followers,
until we get tired of tracking down information from Twitter. In a graph-centric environment,
these connections are called nodes, and the way they are connected are called edges. We can
determine how well connected a node is by looking at the number of edges that are incident
to the node.

When we start looking at how nodes (nee, tweeters) are connected (see Figure 8 on the
following page), we start to see that some nodes are very well connected (as in they have
lots of friends and followers), while others are less well connected. Another way to look at
how many nodes are well connected is to create a Pareto chart4 of the number of edges that
each node has (see Figure 9 on page 13). From this we can see that the vast majority of
the nodes have very few connections (that we have discovered so far), and that a few have
a very large number. These ideas can be extended to the total Twitter graph (as far as we
have discovered it) (see Figures 10 on page 14 and 11 on page 15).

Yet another way to look at the most connected tweeters, is by name and personal descrip-
tion (see Section A on page 20). Tweets were collected using the search term “data mining”
to create a different data set. A user name can be indicative of what a person thinks about
themselves (see Table 1 on page 16).

4A Pareto chart is a specialized histogram where the data on the horizontal axis is ordered by the
the frequency of the data being plotted. A histogram is a diagram consisting of rectangles whose area is
proportional to the frequency of a variable and whose width is equal to the class interval.
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Figure 8: A sample connection graph started from one tweet.
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Figure 9: A Pareto graph of connections from the sample graph.
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Figure 10: A connection graph including all discovered tweeters.
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Figure 11: A Pareto graph of connections including all discovered tweeters.
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Table 1: Most well connected tweeter of sample tweets. The entries are ordered by the
number of edges that are incident to each node. Only 30 most connected nodes are shown.

# Edges Name Description Location

1 4,393 001SPARTaN

Hacker, speedskater, DJ, feminist, gamer.
Hacking smarter, skating faster. Always
learning. I work somewhere. Tweets are
mine, don’t blame my employer.

root@127.0.0.1: #

2 3,880 0x1C vi evangelist, former cyber thought leader,
ve/vim/vis

:!pwd

3 2,918 00Syssiphus Coder
Peine,
Germany

4 1,766 00k Authorised by the secretary of the ’Vote For
@00k’ party

Christchurch,
New
Zealand

5 1,707 01acsap lang not English, data ignored

lang not
English,
data
ignored

6 1,031 0b10111 Data Science and InfoSec

7 921 anitayorker PhD student at UCLA, interested in Data
Mining and machine translation

Los
Angeles,
California

8 138 0793211572

9 96 0322199939 obuasi

10 74 04Aprilia

11 12 Snowden
I used to work for the government. Now I
work for the public. Director at
@FreedomofPress.

12 10 iamdevloper
These views are also the opinions of my
employers, any problems, speak to their
legal team. *puts headphones back in*

Localhost

(Continued on the next page.)
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Table 1. (Continued from the previous page.)

# Edges Name Description Location

13 10 moxie
San
Francisco,
CA

14 10 thegrugq Security Researcher :: Cultural Attach ::
PGP https://t.co/JAjLPrVq1q :: , , http://grugq.github.io

15 8 elonmusk Tesla, SpaceX, SolarCity & PayPal 1 AU

16 8 hmason
Founder at @FastForwardLabs. Data
Scientist in Residence at @accel. I ♥ data
and cheeseburgers.

NYC

17 8 letsencrypt A free, automated, and open Certificate
Authority (CA).

San
Francisco,
CA

18 8 neiltyson Astrophysicist
New York
City

19 8 runasand Director of Information Security, Newsroom
at @nytimes.

New York,
NY

20 8 SpaceX

Official Twitter for SpaceX, the future of
space travel. SpaceX designs, manufactures
and launches the worlds most advanced
rockets and spacecraft.

Hawthorne,
CA

21 8 twitter
Your official source for news, updates and
tips from Twitter, Inc.
Need help? Visit http://t.co/qq1HEzvnrA.

San
Francisco,
CA

22 8 whispersystems
Making private communication simple. For
support, questions, or more information,
please visit https://t.co/ALuyayfJfY

23 7 kyhwana
Spottycat, atheist, discordian, geek, beer
snob, queer, poly, hacker, weirdo,
misanthrope, iconoclast, infosec, furry.

Auckland,
NZ

24 6 0xcharlie I’m that Apple 0day guy
St. Louis,
MO

25 6 41414141

26 6 agl

(Continued on the next page.)
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Table 1. (Continued from the previous page.)

# Edges Name Description Location

27 6 antic0de Network Intrusion Specialist

28 6 bcrypt

FOLLOWS YOU. engineer at @brave.
helped build @httpseverywhere
@letsencrypt @securedrop @privacybadger
@torproject. high school dropout / @MIT
physics alum.

the
internet

29 6 benhawkes Project Zero

30 6 brokep
(co-/)founder of @Flattr, @IpredatorVPN,
@TPBdotORG, @KonstHack etc. Socialist,
vegetarian, finnish

norwegian.
French call
me Le troll
rveur. &
Internets

(Last page.)
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4 Conclusion

We have used real-time tweets as a surrogate for Doug Laney’s velocity. We discussed how
to get access to the tweets via a Twitter API, and once we have tweets, then we explored
a few different ways to examine the sample data, and how to present some of the data we
discovered.

We looked at the real-time tweets, and applied a sentiment analysis algorithm to deter-
mine if a tweet was positive, negative, or neutral. Based on those sample tweets, we were
able to construct a graph showing which of the tweeters was very well connected compared
to others. We then added that new data to an already existing graph to see how the twit-
terverse in general looked. In both cases, there are a very few well connected tweeters, and
a vast collection who are not.

We took a look at some of the information available from these well connected tweeters
and saw that the information they were willing to share with the twitterverse may not be
really indicative of who or where they are. It is almost as if they wanted to be heard, but
wanted to remain anonymous.

Tweets are fun to play with, easy to hold, if you break one, we consider it OK.
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A Anatomy of a Tweet

Tweets are the atomic building blocks of all things Twitter. Tweets, also known more
generically as “status updates.” (This information drawn from [11].) Tweets are made up
of nested data structures, parts of which (and in some cases) may be NULL. Tweets can be
returned from the Twitter application program interface (API) as either extensible markup
language (XML) documents, or JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) objects. The description
of the various tweet data fields is implementation agnostic (see Table 2). It is also possible,
and likely that additional data fields will be added as time goes on. Some anatomies of other
twitter data fields are also listed:

• A user (see Table 3 on page 23),

• An entity (see Table 4 on page 27), and

• A place (see Table 5 on page 27).

The following tables are not all inclusive of the tweet data fields. They represent the
necessary fields to support Big Data velocity exploration.

Table 2: Anatomy of a tweet.

Field Type Description

contributors
Collection
of Contrib-
utors

Nullable. An collection of brief user objects
(usually only one) indicating users who
contributed to the authorship of the tweet, on
behalf of the official tweet author.

coordinates Coordi-
nates

Nullable. Represents the geographic location of
this Tweet as reported by the user or client
application. The inner coordinates array is
formatted as geoJSON (longitude first, then
latitude).

created at String UTC time when this Tweet was created.

current user retweet Object

Perspectival. Only surfaces on methods
supporting the include my retweet parameter,
when set to true. Details the Tweet ID of the
users own retweet (if existent) of this Tweet.

entities Entities
Entities which have been parsed out of the text of
the Tweet (see Table 4 on page 27).

(Continued on the next page.)
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Table 2. (Continued from the previous page.)

Field Type Description

favorite count Integer
Nullable. Indicates approximately how many
times this Tweet has been liked by Twitter users.

favorited Boolean
Nullable. Perspectival. Indicates whether this
Tweet has been liked by the authenticating user.

filter level String
Indicates the maximum value of the filter level
parameter which may be used and still stream
this Tweet.

id Int64

The integer representation of the unique identifier
for this Tweet. This number is greater than 53
bits and some programming languages may have
difficulty/silent defects in interpreting it. Using a
signed 64 bit integer for storing this identifier is
safe. Use id str for fetching the identifier to stay
on the safe side.

id str String
The string representation of the unique identifier
for this Tweet. Implementations should use this
rather than the large integer in id.

in reply to screen name String
Nullable. If the represented Tweet is a reply, this
field will contain the screen name of the original
Tweets author.

in reply to status id Int64
Nullable. If the represented Tweet is a reply, this
field will contain the integer representation of the
original Tweets ID.

in reply to status id str String
Nullable. If the represented Tweet is a reply, this
field will contain the string representation of the
original Tweets ID.

in reply to user id Int64
Nullable. If the represented Tweet is a reply, this
field will contain the integer representation of the
original Tweets author ID.

in reply to user id str String
Nullable. If the represented Tweet is a reply, this
field will contain the string representation of the
original Tweets author ID.

(Continued on the next page.)
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Table 2. (Continued from the previous page.)

Field Type Description

lang String

Nullable. When present, indicates a BCP 47
language identifier corresponding to the
machine-detected language of the Tweet text, or
“und” if no language could be detected.

place Places
Nullable. When present, indicates that the tweet
is associated (but not necessarily originating
from) a Place (see Table 5 on page 27).

possibly sensitive Boolean

Nullable. This field only surfaces when a tweet
contains a link. The meaning of the field doesnt
pertain to the tweet content itself, but instead it
is an indicator that the URL contained in the
tweet may contain content or media identified as
sensitive content.

quoted status id Int64
This field only surfaces when the Tweet is a
quote Tweet. This field contains the integer value
Tweet ID of the quoted Tweet.

quoted status id str String
This field only surfaces when the Tweet is a
quote Tweet. This is the string representation
Tweet ID of the quoted Tweet.

quoted status Tweet
This field only surfaces when the Tweet is a
quote Tweet. This attribute contains the Tweet
object of the original Tweet that was quoted.

scopes Object
A set of key-value pairs indicating the intended
contextual delivery of the containing Tweet.

retweet count Int
Number of times this Tweet has been retweeted.
This field is no longer capped at 99 and will not
turn into a String for “100+”

retweeted Boolean
Perspectival. Indicates whether this Tweet has
been retweeted by the authenticating user.

retweeted status Tweet
Users can amplify the broadcast of tweets
authored by other users by retweeting.

source String
Utility used to post the Tweet, as an
HTML-formatted string. Tweets from the
Twitter website have a source value of web.

(Continued on the next page.)
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Table 2. (Continued from the previous page.)

Field Type Description

text String The actual UTF-8 text of the status update.

truncated Boolean
Indicates whether the value of the text parameter
was truncated, for example, as a result of a
retweet exceeding the 140 character Tweet length.

user Users
The user who posted this Tweet (see Table 3).
Perspectival attributes embedded within this
object are unreliable.

withheld copyright Boolean
When present and set to true, it indicates that
this piece of content has been withheld due to a
DMCA complaint.

withheld in countries Array of
String

When present, indicates a list of uppercase
two-letter country codes this content is withheld
from.

withheld scope String
When present, indicates whether the content
being withheld is the “status” or a “user.”

(Last page.)

Table 3: Anatomy of a tweet:user.

Field Type Description

contributors enabled Boolean

Indicates that the user has an account with
contributor mode enabled, allowing for Tweets
issued by the user to be co-authored by another
account.

created at String
The UTC datetime that the user account was
created on Twitter.

default profile Boolean
When true, indicates that the user has not altered
the theme or background of their user profile.

default profile image Boolean
When true, indicates that the user has not
uploaded their own avatar and a default egg
avatar is used instead.

(Continued on the next page.)
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Table 3. (Continued from the previous page.)

Field Type Description

description String
Nullable. The user-defined UTF-8 string
describing their account.

entities Entities
Entities which have been parsed out of the url or
description fields defined by the user (see Table 4
on page 27).

favourites count Int
The number of tweets this user has favorited in
the accounts lifetime.

follow request sent Type
Nullable. Perspectival. When true, indicates that
the authenticating user has issued a follow
request to this protected user account.

following Type
Nullable. Perspectival. Deprecated. When true,
indicates that the authenticating user is following
this user.

followers count Int
The number of followers this account currently
has. Under certain conditions of duress, this field
will temporarily indicate 0.

friends count Int
The number of users this account is following
(AKA their followings). Under certain conditions
of duress, this field will temporarily indicate 0.

geo enabled Boolean
When true, indicates that the user has enabled
the possibility of geotagging their Tweets.

id Int64

The integer representation of the unique identifier
for this User. This number is greater than 53 bits
and some programming languages may have
difficulty/silent defects in interpreting it. Using a
signed 64 bit integer for storing this identifier is
safe.

id str String

The string representation of the unique identifier
for this User. Implementations should use this
rather than the large, possibly un-consumable
integer in id.

is translator Boolean
When true, indicates that the user is a
participant in Twitters translator community.

(Continued on the next page.)
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Table 3. (Continued from the previous page.)

Field Type Description

lang String
The BCP 47 code for the users self-declared user
interface language. May or may not have
anything to do with the content of their Tweets.

listed count Int
The number of public lists that this user is a
member of.

location String

Nullable. The user-defined location for this
accounts profile. Not necessarily a location nor
parseable. This field will occasionally be fuzzily
interpreted by the Search service.

name String
The name of the user, as theyve defined it. Not
necessarily a persons name.

notifications Boolean

Nullable. Deprecated. May incorrectly report
false at times. Indicates whether the
authenticated user has chosen to receive this
users tweets by SMS.

profile background color String
The hexadecimal color chosen by the user for
their background.

profile background image url String
A HTTP-based URL pointing to the background
image the user has uploaded for their profile.

profile background image url https String
A HTTPS-based URL pointing to the background
image the user has uploaded for their profile.

profile background tile Boolean
When true, indicates that the users
profile background image url should be tiled
when displayed.

profile banner url String
The HTTPS-based URL pointing to the standard
web representation of the users uploaded profile
banner.

profile image url String
A HTTP-based URL pointing to the users avatar
image.

profile image url https String
A HTTPS-based URL pointing to the users
avatar image.

profile link color String
The hexadecimal color the user has chosen to
display links with in their Twitter UI.

(Continued on the next page.)
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Table 3. (Continued from the previous page.)

Field Type Description

profile sidebar border color String
The hexadecimal color the user has chosen to
display sidebar borders with in their Twitter UI.

profile sidebar fill color String
The hexadecimal color the user has chosen to
display sidebar backgrounds with in their Twitter
UI.

profile text color String
The hexadecimal color the user has chosen to
display text with in their Twitter UI.

profile use background image Boolean
When true, indicates the user wants their
uploaded background image to be used.

protected Boolean
When true, indicates that this user has chosen to
protect their Tweets.

screen name String
The screen name, handle, or alias that this user
identifies themselves with. screen names are
unique but subject to change.

show all inline media Boolean
Indicates that the user would like to see media
inline.

status Tweets
Nullable. If possible, the users most recent tweet
or retweet.

statuses count Int
The number of tweets (including retweets) issued
by the user.

time zone String
Nullable. A string describing the Time Zone this
user declares themselves within.

url String
Nullable. A URL provided by the user in
association with their profile.

utc offset Int Nullable. The offset from GMT/UTC in seconds.

verified Boolean
When true, indicates that the user has a verified
account.

withheld in countries Array of
String

When present, indicates a list of uppercase
two-letter country codes this content is withheld
from.

withheld scope String
When present, indicates whether the content
being withheld is the “status” or a “user.”

(Last page.)
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Table 4: Anatomy of a tweet:entity.

Field Type Description

hashtags Array
of Object Represents hashtags which have been
parsed out of the Tweet text.

media Array
of Object Represents media elements uploaded
with the Tweet.

urls Array
of Object Represents URLs included in the text
of a Tweet or within textual fields of a user
object.

user mentions Array
of Object Represents other Twitter users
mentioned in the text of the Tweet.

Table 5: Anatomy of a tweet:places.

Field Type Description

attributes Object
Contains a hash of variant information about the
place.

bounding box Object
A bounding box of coordinates which encloses
this place.

country String Name of the country containing this place.

country code String
Shortened country code representing the country
containing this place.

full name String
Full human-readable representation of the places
name.

id String ID representing this place.

name String
Short human-readable representation of the
places name.

place type String The type of location represented by this place.

(Continued on the next page.)
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Table 5. (Continued from the previous page.)

Field Type Description

url String
URL representing the location of additional place
metadata for this place.

(Last page.)
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Table 6: Real-time software and system classifications. These classifications are more qual-
itative than quantitative, because their respective timeliness is dependent on the needs of the
user.

Classification Definition Notional examples
Hard real-time The response time is specified as an absolute

value. A system is called a hard real-time if
tasks always must finish execution before their
deadlines or if message always can be delivered
within a specified time interval.

Engine control in mod-
ern cars.

Soft real-time The response time is normally specified as an
average value. A single computation arriving
late is not significant to the operation of the
system, though many late arrivals might be.

Downloading a web
page.

Non real-time The response time is “reasonable.” A compilacated Excel
spreadsheet.

B Real-time software

In general there are two main ways to evaluate the correctness of a computer program or
system. They are:

1. Is the correct answer, or solution, or service provided, and

2. Is the answer, or solution, or service provided in time.

The first criterion can be confirmed by evaluating what is delivered by the system as com-
pared with what is expected. While the second criterion can be more difficult to quantify
because it has a temporal aspect. Programs or systems that have a temporal constraint, are
generally called “real-time.” Real-time systems that meet the correctness criterion, but not
the timeliness criterion are considered failures[7].

Real-time systems can be classified based on how tightly their correctness is tied to their
timeliness (see Table 6)[5].
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C Misc. files

The files used to create all these figures are attached to this report. They are:

1. lexicon.csv - the list of positive and negative words

2. connections.R - an R program used to discover and record connections (uses a postgres

database)

3. twitter03.R - an R program that implements the above algorithm and plots the results

4. twitterLibrary.R - a support R file used by twitter03.R and connections.R

5. psqlCommands.psql - the postgres commands to create the local twitter connection

database

The twitter key and secret strings that are associated with your application will need to
be added to twitterLibrary.R in the keyAndSecret() function (around line 3) for your code
to work.
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		illuminati		positive
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		trim		positive

		triumph		positive

		triumphal		positive

		triumphant		positive

		triumphantly		positive

		truculent		positive

		truculently		positive

		true		positive

		truly		positive

		trust		positive

		trust		positive

		trusting		positive

		trustingly		positive

		trustworthiness		positive

		trustworthy		positive

		truthful		positive

		truthfully		positive

		truthfulness		positive

		ultimate		positive

		ultimately		positive

		ultra		positive

		unabashed		positive

		unabashedly		positive

		unanimous		positive

		unassailable		positive

		unassailable		positive

		unbiased		positive

		unbound		positive

		unbroken		positive

		uncommon		positive

		uncommonly		positive

		unconcerned		positive

		unconditional		positive

		unconventional		positive

		undaunted		positive

		understandable		positive

		understanding		positive

		understanding		positive

		understood		positive

		understated		positive

		understatedly		positive

		undisputable		positive

		undisputably		positive

		undisputed		positive

		undoubted		positive

		undoubtedly		positive

		unencumbered		positive

		unequivocal		positive

		unfazed		positive

		unfettered		positive

		unforgettable		positive

		uniform		positive

		uniformly		positive

		unique		positive

		unity		positive

		unity		positive

		universal		positive

		unlimited		positive

		unparalleled		positive

		unpretentious		positive

		unrestricted		positive

		unscathed		positive

		unselfish		positive

		untouched		positive

		untrained		positive

		upbeat		positive

		upfront		positive

		upheld		positive

		uphold		positive

		uplifting		positive

		upliftment		positive

		upliftment		positive

		upright		positive

		upscale		positive

		upside		positive

		upside		positive

		upward		positive

		usable		positive

		useful		positive

		usefulness		positive

		utilitarian		positive

		utmost		positive

		uttermost		positive

		valiant		positive

		valiantly		positive

		valid		positive

		validity		positive

		valor		positive

		valuable		positive

		values		positive

		values		positive

		vast		positive

		vastly		positive

		vastness		positive

		venerable		positive

		venerably		positive

		verifiable		positive

		veritable		positive

		versatile		positive

		versatility		positive

		viable		positive

		viability		positive

		vibrant		positive

		vibrantly		positive

		victorious		positive

		victory		positive

		victory		positive

		vigilance		positive

		vigilant		positive

		vigilant		positive

		vigorous		positive

		vigorously		positive

		vintage		positive

		virtue		positive

		virtuous		positive

		virtuously		positive

		visionary		positive

		vital		positive

		vitality		positive

		vitality		positive

		vivacious		positive

		vivid		positive

		voluntarily		positive

		voluntary		positive

		vulnerable		positive

		vulnerable		positive

		warm		positive

		warmhearted		positive

		warmly		positive

		warmth		positive

		wealthy		positive

		welcome		positive

		welcome		positive

		welfare		positive

		welfare		positive

		well		positive

		well		positive

		well-being		positive

		well-being		positive

		well-connected		positive

		well-educated		positive

		well-established		positive

		well-informed		positive

		well-intentioned		positive

		well-managed		positive

		well-positioned		positive

		well-publicized		positive

		well-received		positive

		well-regarded		positive

		well-run		positive

		well-wishers		positive

		well-wishers		positive

		wellbeing		positive

		wellbeing		positive

		whimsical		positive

		white		positive

		wholeheartedly		positive

		wholesome		positive

		wide		positive

		wide-open		positive

		wide-ranging		positive

		will		positive

		will		positive

		willful		positive

		willfully		positive

		willing		positive

		willingness		positive

		willingness		positive

		wink		positive

		wink		positive

		winnable		positive

		winnable		positive

		winners		positive

		winners		positive

		wisdom		positive

		wisdom		positive

		wise		positive

		wise		positive

		wisely		positive

		wish		positive

		wish		positive

		wishes		positive

		wishes		positive

		wishing		positive

		wishing		positive

		witty		positive

		wonderful		positive

		wonderfully		positive

		wonderous		positive

		wonderously		positive

		workable		positive

		world-famous		positive

		worth		positive

		worth		positive

		worth-while		positive

		worthiness		positive

		worthwhile		positive

		worthy		positive

		wow		positive

		wry		positive

		yearning		positive

		yearningly		positive

		youthful		positive

		zeal		positive

		zenith		positive

		zest		positive

		abandoned		negative

		abandonment		negative

		aberration		negative

		aberration		negative

		abhorred		negative

		abhorrence		negative

		abhorrent		negative

		abhorrently		negative

		abhors		negative

		abhors		negative

		abject		negative

		abjectly		negative

		abnormal		negative

		abominable		negative

		abominably		negative

		abomination		negative

		abrasive		negative

		abrupt		negative

		absence		negative

		absent-minded		negative

		absurd		negative

		absurdity		negative

		absurdly		negative

		absurdness		negative

		abuse		negative

		abuse		negative

		abuses		negative

		abuses		negative

		abusive		negative

		abysmal		negative

		abysmally		negative

		abyss		negative

		accidental		negative

		accountable		negative

		accursed		negative

		accusation		negative

		accusation		negative

		accusations		negative

		accusations		negative

		accuses		negative

		accusing		negative

		accusingly		negative

		acerbic		negative

		acerbically		negative

		acrid		negative

		acridly		negative

		acridness		negative

		acrimonious		negative

		acrimoniously		negative

		acrimony		negative

		adamant		negative

		adamantly		negative

		addict		negative

		addiction		negative

		admonition		negative

		adrift		negative

		adulterated		negative

		adulteration		negative

		adversarial		negative

		adverse		negative

		adversity		negative

		affectation		negative

		affliction		negative

		afflictive		negative

		affront		negative

		afraid		negative

		against		negative

		aggravating		negative

		aggravation		negative

		aggression		negative

		aggression		negative

		aggressiveness		negative

		aggressor		negative

		aggrieved		negative

		aghast		negative

		agitated		negative

		agitation		negative

		agitator		negative

		agonies		negative

		agonizing		negative

		agonizingly		negative

		agony		negative

		ail		negative

		ailment		negative

		aimless		negative

		airs		negative

		airs		negative

		alarm		negative

		alarmed		negative

		alarming		negative

		alarmingly		negative

		alienated		negative

		alienation		negative

		allegation		negative

		allegations		negative

		allege		negative

		allegations		negative

		allergic		negative

		aloof		negative

		altercation		negative

		ambiguous		negative

		ambiguity		negative

		ambivalent		negative

		ambivalent		negative

		ambush		negative

		amiss		negative

		anarchism		negative

		anarchist		negative

		anarchistic		negative

		anarchy		negative

		anemic		negative

		anger		negative

		anger		negative

		angry		negative

		anguish		negative

		annihilation		negative

		animosity		negative

		annoyance		negative

		annoyed		negative

		annoying		negative

		annoyingly		negative

		anomalous		negative

		anomaly		negative

		antagonism		negative

		antagonist		negative

		antagonistic		negative

		anti-		negative

		anti-American		negative

		anti-American		negative

		anti-Israeli		negative

		anti-Israeli		negative

		anti-Semites		negative

		anti-Semites		negative

		anti-US		negative

		anti-US		negative

		anti-occupation		negative

		anti-occupation		negative

		anti-proliferation		negative

		anti-proliferation		negative

		anti-social		negative

		anti-white		negative

		anti-white		negative

		antipathy		negative

		antiquated		negative

		antithetical		negative

		antithetical		negative

		anxieties		negative

		anxiety		negative

		anxious		negative

		anxiously		negative

		anxiousness		negative

		apathetic		negative

		apathetic		negative

		apathetically		negative

		apathy		negative

		apocalypse		negative

		apocalyptic		negative

		apologist		negative

		apologist		negative

		apologists		negative

		apologists		negative

		appall		negative

		appalled		negative

		appalling		negative

		appallingly		negative

		apprehension		negative

		apprehensions		negative

		apprehensions		negative

		apprehensive		negative

		apprehensive		negative

		arbitrary		negative

		arcane		negative

		archaic		negative

		arduous		negative

		arduously		negative

		argument		negative

		argument		negative

		arguments		negative

		arguments		negative

		arrogance		negative

		arrogant		negative

		arrogantly		negative

		artificial		negative

		ashamed		negative

		asinine		negative

		asininely		negative

		asinininity		negative

		askance		negative

		aspersion		negative

		aspersions		negative

		assassin		negative

		assault		negative

		assault		negative

		astray		negative

		asunder		negative

		atrocious		negative

		atrocities		negative

		atrocity		negative

		attack		negative

		audacious		negative

		audaciously		negative

		audaciousness		negative

		audacity		negative

		austere		negative

		authoritarian		negative

		autocrat		negative

		autocratic		negative

		autocratic		negative

		autocratic		negative

		avalanche		negative

		avalanche		negative

		avarice		negative

		avaricious		negative

		avariciously		negative

		averse		negative

		aversion		negative

		avoidance		negative

		awful		negative

		awful		negative

		awfully		negative

		awfulness		negative

		awkward		negative

		awkwardness		negative

		backbiting		negative

		backward		negative

		backwardness		negative

		bad		negative

		badly		negative

		baffled		negative

		bafflement		negative

		baffling		negative

		banal		negative

		bane		negative

		banish		negative

		banishment		negative

		bankrupt		negative

		barbarian		negative

		barbarian		negative

		barbaric		negative

		barbarically		negative

		barbarity		negative

		barbarity		negative

		barbarous		negative

		barbarously		negative

		barren		negative

		baseless		negative

		bashful		negative

		bastard		negative

		battered		negative

		battering		negative

		battering		negative

		battle-lines		negative

		battle-lines		negative

		battlefield		negative

		battleground		negative

		battleground		negative

		batty		negative

		bearish		negative

		beast		negative

		beast		negative

		beastly		negative

		bedlam		negative

		bedlamite		negative

		beggar		negative

		beggarly		negative

		begging		negative

		begging		negative

		belated		negative

		belittled		negative

		bellicose		negative

		bellicose		negative

		belligerence		negative

		belligerent		negative

		belligerently		negative

		bemoaning		negative

		bemused		negative

		bent		negative

		bereavement		negative

		bereft		negative

		berserk		negative

		beset		negative

		bestial		negative

		betrayal		negative

		betrayals		negative

		betrayer		negative

		bewildered		negative

		bewildering		negative

		bewildering		negative

		bewilderingly		negative

		bewilderment		negative

		bias		negative

		bias		negative

		biased		negative

		biased		negative

		biases		negative

		biases		negative

		bickering		negative

		bid-rigging		negative

		bitchy		negative

		biting		negative

		bitingly		negative

		bitter		negative

		bitterly		negative

		bitterness		negative

		bizarre		negative

		black		negative

		blame		negative

		blame		negative

		blameworthy		negative

		bland		negative

		blasphemous		negative

		blasphemy		negative

		blatant		negative

		blatantly		negative

		bleak		negative

		bleakly		negative

		bleakness		negative

		blemish		negative

		blind		negative

		blinding		negative

		blindingly		negative

		blindness		negative

		blistering		negative

		bloated		negative

		block		negative

		blockhead		negative

		blood		negative

		bloodshed		negative

		bloodthirsty		negative

		bloody		negative

		blow		negative

		blow		negative

		blunder		negative

		blunder		negative

		blundering		negative

		blunders		negative

		blunt		negative

		boastful		negative

		bogus		negative

		boiling		negative

		boisterous		negative

		bombardment		negative

		bombardment		negative

		bombastic		negative

		bondage		negative

		bonkers		negative

		bonkers		negative

		boredom		negative

		boring		negative

		bother		negative

		bothersome		negative

		boycott		negative

		boycott		negative

		braggart		negative

		bragger		negative

		brash		negative

		brashly		negative

		brashness		negative

		brat		negative

		bravado		negative

		brazen		negative

		brazenly		negative

		brazenly		negative

		brazenness		negative

		brazenness		negative

		breach		negative

		breach		negative

		break-point		negative

		break-point		negative

		brimstone		negative

		brimstone		negative

		brittle		negative

		broke		negative

		broken-hearted		negative

		bruise		negative

		brusque		negative

		brutal		negative

		brutalising		negative

		brutalising		negative

		brutalities		negative

		brutalities		negative

		brutality		negative

		brutalizing		negative

		brutally		negative

		brute		negative

		brutish		negative

		bulky		negative

		bullies		negative

		bullies		negative

		bully		negative

		bully		negative

		bullyingly		negative

		bum		negative

		bumpy		negative

		bunk		negative

		burden		negative

		burden		negative

		burdensome		negative

		busy		negative

		busybody		negative

		butchery		negative

		byzantine		negative

		calamities		negative

		calamitous		negative

		calamitously		negative

		calamity		negative

		callous		negative

		calumniation		negative

		calumnies		negative

		calumnious		negative

		calumniously		negative

		calumny		negative

		cancer		negative

		cancerous		negative

		cannibal		negative

		capricious		negative

		capriciously		negative

		capriciousness		negative

		captive		negative

		careless		negative

		carelessness		negative

		carnage		negative

		cartoon		negative

		cartoon		negative

		cash-strapped		negative

		cataclysm		negative

		cataclysmal		negative

		cataclysmic		negative

		cataclysmically		negative

		catastrophe		negative

		catastrophes		negative

		catastrophic		negative

		catastrophically		negative

		caustic		negative

		caustically		negative

		cautionary		negative

		cautious		negative

		censure		negative

		censure		negative

		chagrin		negative

		challenge		negative

		challenging		negative

		chaos		negative

		chaotic		negative

		charisma		negative

		cheap		negative

		cheat		negative

		cheerless		negative

		childish		negative

		chilly		negative

		choppy		negative

		chore		negative

		chronic		negative

		clamor		negative

		clamorous		negative

		clash		negative

		clash		negative

		cliche		negative

		cliched		negative

		clique		negative

		close		negative

		clumsy		negative

		coarse		negative

		cocky		negative

		coercion		negative

		coercive		negative

		cold		negative

		coldly		negative

		collapse		negative

		collusion		negative

		combative		negative

		comedy		negative

		comedy		negative

		comical		negative

		commonplace		negative

		commotion		negative

		commotion		negative

		complacent		negative

		complacent		negative

		complaining		negative

		complaining		negative

		complaint		negative

		complaints		negative

		complaints		negative

		complex		negative

		complicated		negative

		complication		negative

		complicit		negative

		compulsion		negative

		compulsive		negative

		compulsory		negative

		conceit		negative

		conceited		negative

		concern		negative

		concern		negative

		concerns		negative

		concerns		negative

		concession		negative

		concession		negative

		concessions		negative

		concessions		negative

		condescending		negative

		condescendingly		negative

		condescension		negative

		condemnable		negative

		condemnation		negative

		condolence		negative

		condolences		negative

		condolences		negative

		confession		negative

		confessions		negative

		confessions		negative

		conflict		negative

		conflict		negative

		confrontation		negative

		confrontation		negative

		confrontational		negative

		confusing		negative

		confusion		negative

		confusion		negative

		congested		negative

		congestion		negative

		conspicuous		negative

		conspicuous		negative

		conspiracies		negative

		conspiracies		negative

		conspiracy		negative

		conspiracy		negative

		conspirator		negative

		conspirator		negative

		conspiratorial		negative

		consternation		negative

		constraint		negative

		contagious		negative

		contamination		negative

		contempt		negative

		contemptible		negative

		contemptuous		negative

		contemptuously		negative

		contention		negative

		contentious		negative

		contentious		negative

		contortions		negative

		contortions		negative

		contradiction		negative

		contradictory		negative

		contrariness		negative

		contrary		negative

		contrived		negative

		controversial		negative

		controversial		negative

		controversy		negative

		controversy		negative

		convoluted		negative

		coping		negative

		coping		negative

		corrosion		negative

		corrosive		negative

		corrupt		negative

		corruption		negative

		costly		negative

		counterproductive		negative

		coupists		negative

		coupists		negative

		covetous		negative

		covetous		negative

		coward		negative

		cowardly		negative

		crackdown		negative

		crackdown		negative

		crafty		negative

		cramped		negative

		cranky		negative

		crass		negative

		cravenly		negative

		craze		negative

		crazily		negative

		craziness		negative

		crazy		negative

		credulous		negative

		crime		negative

		criminal		negative

		crippling		negative

		crisis		negative

		crisis		negative

		critic		negative

		criticism		negative

		criticism		negative

		criticisms		negative

		criticisms		negative

		critics		negative

		critics		negative

		crook		negative

		crooked		negative

		cross		negative

		crowded		negative

		crude		negative

		cruel		negative

		cruelties		negative

		cruelty		negative

		crushing		negative

		culpable		negative

		cuplrit		negative

		cumbersome		negative

		curse		negative

		cursed		negative

		cursed		negative

		curses		negative

		cursory		negative

		curt		negative

		cutthroat		negative

		cynical		negative

		cynicism		negative

		damage		negative

		damage		negative

		damaging		negative

		damn		negative

		damn		negative

		damnable		negative

		damnably		negative

		damnation		negative

		damned		negative

		damning		negative

		danger		negative

		danger		negative

		dangerous		negative

		dangerousness		negative

		dangerousness		negative

		dark		negative

		darkness		negative

		dastard		negative

		daunting		negative

		dauntingly		negative

		dazed		negative

		dead		negative

		deadbeat		negative

		deadlock		negative

		deadly		negative

		deadweight		negative

		deaf		negative

		dearth		negative

		death		negative

		debacle		negative

		debasement		negative

		debaser		negative

		debatable		negative

		debaucher		negative

		debauchery		negative

		debilitating		negative

		debility		negative

		decadence		negative

		decadent		negative

		decay		negative

		decayed		negative

		deceit		negative

		deceitful		negative

		deceitfully		negative

		deceitfulness		negative

		deceiving		negative

		deceiver		negative

		deceivers		negative

		deception		negative

		deception		negative

		deceptive		negative

		deceptive		negative

		deceptively		negative

		decline		negative

		declining		negative

		decrease		negative

		decreasing		negative

		decrement		negative

		decrepit		negative

		decrepitude		negative

		deep		negative

		deepening		negative

		deepening		negative

		defamation		negative

		defamations		negative

		defamatory		negative

		defeat		negative

		defect		negative

		defective		negative

		defensive		negative

		defiance		negative

		defiance		negative

		defiant		negative

		defiantly		negative

		deficiency		negative

		deficient		negative

		defiler		negative

		deformed		negative

		defrauding		negative

		defrauding		negative

		defunct		negative

		degenerate		negative

		degenerately		negative

		degeneration		negative

		degradation		negative

		degrading		negative

		degradingly		negative

		dehumanization		negative

		dejected		negative

		dejectedly		negative

		dejection		negative

		delinquency		negative

		delinquent		negative

		delirious		negative

		delirium		negative

		deluded		negative

		deluge		negative

		delusion		negative

		delusion		negative

		delusional		negative

		delusions		negative

		delusions		negative

		demeaning		negative

		demise		negative

		demolisher		negative

		demon		negative

		demonic		negative

		demoralizing		negative

		demoralizingly		negative

		denial		negative

		denunciation		negative

		denunciations		negative

		deplorable		negative

		deplorably		negative

		deploring		negative

		deploringly		negative

		depraved		negative

		depravedly		negative

		depressed		negative

		depressing		negative

		depressing		negative

		depression		negative

		depression		negative

		deprived		negative

		derision		negative

		derisive		negative

		derisively		negative

		derisiveness		negative

		derogatory		negative

		desertion		negative

		desiccate		negative

		desiccated		negative

		desolate		negative

		desolately		negative

		desolation		negative

		despair		negative

		despairing		negative

		despairingly		negative

		desperate		negative

		desperation		negative

		despicable		negative

		despised		negative

		despised		negative

		despite		negative

		despoiler		negative

		despondence		negative

		despondency		negative

		despondent		negative

		despondently		negative

		despot		negative

		despotic		negative

		despotism		negative

		despotism		negative

		destabilisation		negative

		destabilisation		negative

		destitute		negative

		destitution		negative

		destroyer		negative

		destroyer		negative

		destruction		negative

		destructive		negative

		desultory		negative

		deteriorate		negative

		deteriorating		negative

		deteriorating		negative

		deterioration		negative

		deterrent		negative

		detestable		negative

		detestably		negative

		detraction		negative

		detriment		negative

		detrimental		negative

		devastated		negative

		devastating		negative

		devastatingly		negative

		devastation		negative

		deviate		negative

		deviate		negative

		deviation		negative

		devil		negative

		devilish		negative

		devilishly		negative

		devilment		negative

		devilry		negative

		devious		negative

		deviously		negative

		deviousness		negative

		devoid		negative

		diabolic		negative

		diabolical		negative

		diabolically		negative

		diametrically		negative

		diatribe		negative

		diatribes		negative

		dictator		negative

		dictatorial		negative

		difficult		negative

		difficulties		negative

		difficulties		negative

		difficulty		negative

		difficulty		negative

		diffidence		negative

		diffidence		negative

		dig		negative

		dilapidated		negative

		dilemma		negative

		dilemma		negative

		dim		negative

		diminishing		negative

		din		negative

		dinky		negative

		dire		negative

		direly		negative

		direness		negative

		dirt		negative

		dirty		negative

		disabled		negative

		disaccord		negative

		disadvantage		negative

		disadvantaged		negative

		disadvantageous		negative

		disadvantageous		negative

		disaffected		negative

		disagreement		negative

		disagreement		negative

		disappointed		negative

		disappointing		negative

		disappointment		negative

		disappointment		negative

		disapprobation		negative

		disapproval		negative

		disapproval		negative

		disapproving		negative

		disarray		negative

		disarray		negative

		disaster		negative

		disastrous		negative

		disastrously		negative

		disavowal		negative

		disbelief		negative
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		resistant		negative

		restless		negative

		restlessness		negative

		restricted		negative

		restriction		negative

		restrictive		negative

		retaliatory		negative

		reticent		negative

		retreat		negative

		revenge		negative

		revengeful		negative

		revengefully		negative

		reviled		negative

		revolting		negative

		revoltingly		negative

		revulsion		negative

		revulsive		negative

		rhetoric		negative

		rhetoric		negative

		rhetorical		negative

		rhetorical		negative

		ridicule		negative

		ridiculous		negative

		ridiculously		negative

		rife		negative

		rift		negative

		rift		negative

		rifts		negative

		rifts		negative

		rigid		negative

		rigor		negative

		rigorous		negative

		riled		negative

		risk		negative

		risk		negative

		risky		negative

		rival		negative

		rivalry		negative

		roadblocks		negative

		roadblocks		negative

		rocky		negative

		rogue		negative

		rogue		negative

		rollercoaster		negative

		rollercoaster		negative

		rot		negative

		rotten		negative

		rough		negative

		rubbish		negative

		rude		negative

		rue		negative

		ruffian		negative

		ruin		negative

		ruin		negative

		ruinous		negative

		rumbling		negative

		rumbling		negative

		rumor		negative

		rumor		negative

		rumors		negative

		rumors		negative

		rumours		negative

		rumours		negative

		run-down		negative

		runaway		negative

		rupture		negative

		rusty		negative

		ruthless		negative

		ruthlessly		negative

		ruthlessness		negative

		sacrifice		negative

		sacrifice		negative

		sad		negative

		sadly		negative

		sadness		negative

		salacious		negative

		sanctimonious		negative

		sanctimonious		negative

		sarcasm		negative

		sarcastic		negative

		sarcastically		negative

		sardonic		negative

		sardonically		negative

		sass		negative

		satirical		negative

		savage		negative

		savage		negative

		savaged		negative

		savagely		negative

		savagery		negative

		savages		negative

		scandal		negative

		scandal		negative

		scandalized		negative

		scandalous		negative

		scandalously		negative

		scandals		negative

		scant		negative

		scapegoat		negative

		scar		negative

		scarred		negative

		scarce		negative

		scarcely		negative

		scarcity		negative

		scared		negative

		scarier		negative

		scariest		negative

		scarily		negative

		scars		negative

		scars		negative

		scary		negative

		scary		negative

		scathing		negative

		scathingly		negative

		scheme		negative

		scheming		negative

		scoffingly		negative

		scolding		negative

		scoldingly		negative

		scorching		negative

		scorchingly		negative

		scornful		negative

		scornfully		negative

		scoundrel		negative

		scourge		negative

		scowl		negative

		screech		negative

		scum		negative

		scummy		negative

		second-class		negative

		second-tier		negative

		secretive		negative

		secretive		negative

		sedentary		negative

		seedy		negative

		seething		negative

		self-coup		negative

		self-coup		negative

		self-criticism		negative

		self-criticism		negative

		self-defeating		negative

		self-destructive		negative

		self-humiliation		negative

		self-humiliation		negative

		self-interest		negative

		self-interest		negative

		self-interested		negative

		self-serving		negative

		self-serving		negative

		selfinterested		negative

		selfish		negative

		selfishly		negative

		selfishness		negative

		senile		negative

		senseless		negative

		senselessly		negative

		serious		negative

		seriously		negative

		seriousness		negative

		servitude		negative

		set-up		negative

		set-up		negative

		sever		negative

		severe		negative

		severe		negative

		severely		negative

		severity		negative

		shabby		negative

		shadowy		negative

		shady		negative

		shaky		negative

		shallow		negative

		sham		negative

		shambles		negative

		shame		negative

		shameful		negative

		shameful		negative

		shamefully		negative

		shamefully		negative

		shamefulness		negative

		shameless		negative

		shamelessly		negative

		shamelessness		negative

		shark		negative

		sharp		negative

		sharply		negative

		sheer		negative

		shirker		negative

		shipwreck		negative

		shock		negative

		shock		negative

		shocking		negative

		shockingly		negative

		shoddy		negative

		short-lived		negative

		shortage		negative

		shortcoming		negative

		shortcomings		negative

		shortsighted		negative

		shortsightedness		negative

		showdown		negative

		showdown		negative

		shred		negative

		shrew		negative

		shrill		negative

		shrill		negative

		shrilly		negative

		shrouded		negative

		shrug		negative

		shunned		negative

		shy		negative

		shyly		negative

		shyness		negative

		sick		negative

		sickly		negative

		sickening		negative

		sickening		negative

		sickeningly		negative

		sickness		negative

		sidetracked		negative

		siege		negative

		sillily		negative

		silly		negative

		simplistic		negative

		simplistic		negative

		simplistically		negative

		sin		negative

		sin		negative

		sinful		negative

		sinfully		negative

		sinister		negative

		sinisterly		negative

		sinking		negative

		sinking		negative

		skeletons		negative

		skeletons		negative

		skeptical		negative

		skeptical		negative

		skeptically		negative

		skepticism		negative

		skepticism		negative

		sketchy		negative

		skimpy		negative

		skittish		negative

		skittishly		negative

		slack		negative

		slander		negative

		slanderer		negative

		slanderous		negative

		slanderously		negative

		slanders		negative

		slanders		negative

		slashing		negative

		slashing		negative

		slaughter		negative

		slaughter		negative

		slaughtered		negative

		slaves		negative

		slaves		negative

		sleazy		negative

		slight		negative

		slight		negative

		slightly		negative

		slime		negative

		sloppy		negative

		sloppily		negative

		sloth		negative

		slothful		negative

		slow		negative

		slowly		negative

		slow-moving		negative

		slug		negative

		sluggish		negative

		slump		negative

		slump		negative

		slur		negative

		sly		negative

		smack		negative

		smack		negative

		smash		negative

		smokescreen		negative

		smokescreen		negative

		smoldering		negative

		smouldering		negative

		smug		negative

		smugly		negative

		smut		negative

		smuttier		negative

		smuttiest		negative

		smutty		negative

		snare		negative

		snarl		negative

		sneak		negative

		sneakily		negative

		sneaky		negative

		sneer		negative

		sneering		negative

		sneeringly		negative

		so-cal		negative

		so-called		negative

		sober		negative

		sobering		negative

		solemn		negative

		solemn		negative

		somber		negative

		sore		negative

		sore		negative

		sorely		negative

		soreness		negative

		sorrow		negative

		sorrowful		negative

		sorrowfully		negative

		sorry		negative

		sounding		negative

		sour		negative

		sourly		negative

		spade		negative

		spade		negative

		spilling		negative

		spilling		negative

		spinster		negative

		spiritless		negative

		spite		negative

		spiteful		negative

		spitefully		negative

		spitefulness		negative

		split		negative

		splitting		negative

		spookier		negative

		spookiest		negative

		spookily		negative

		spooky		negative

		spooky		negative

		spoon-fed		negative

		spoonfed		negative

		sporadic		negative

		spot		negative

		spotty		negative

		spurious		negative

		squabbling		negative

		staggering		negative

		staggeringly		negative

		stagnant		negative

		stagnation		negative

		staid		negative

		stake		negative

		stake		negative

		stale		negative

		stalemate		negative

		stampede		negative

		stampede		negative

		standstill		negative

		stark		negative

		starkly		negative

		startling		negative

		startlingly		negative

		starvation		negative

		static		negative

		stealing		negative

		steep		negative

		steeply		negative

		stench		negative

		stereotype		negative

		stereotypical		negative

		stereotypically		negative

		stern		negative

		stern		negative

		sticky		negative

		stiff		negative

		stifling		negative

		stiflingly		negative

		stigma		negative

		sting		negative

		sting		negative

		stinging		negative

		stingingly		negative

		stink		negative

		stinking		negative

		stodgy		negative

		stole		negative

		stolen		negative

		stolen		negative

		stooge		negative

		stooges		negative

		stooges		negative

		stormy		negative

		straggler		negative

		strain		negative

		strained		negative

		strange		negative

		strenuous		negative

		stress		negative

		stressful		negative

		stressfully		negative

		stricken		negative

		strict		negative

		strictly		negative

		strident		negative

		stridently		negative

		strife		negative

		stringent		negative

		stringently		negative

		struggle		negative

		struggle		negative

		stubborn		negative

		stubbornly		negative

		stubbornness		negative

		stuffy		negative

		stunt		negative

		stunted		negative

		stupid		negative

		stupidity		negative

		stupidly		negative

		stupified		negative

		stupor		negative

		sty		negative

		sty		negative

		subdued		negative

		subjected		negative

		subjection		negative

		subjugate		negative

		subjugation		negative

		submissive		negative

		subordinate		negative

		subordinate		negative

		subservience		negative

		subservient		negative

		substandard		negative

		subversion		negative

		subversive		negative

		subversively		negative

		sucker		negative

		sufferer		negative

		sufferers		negative

		sufferers		negative

		suffering		negative

		suffering		negative

		sugar-coated		negative

		sugarcoated		negative

		suicidal		negative

		suicide		negative

		sullen		negative

		superficial		negative

		superficial		negative

		superficiality		negative

		superficially		negative

		superfluous		negative

		superiority		negative

		superiority		negative

		superstition		negative

		superstitious		negative

		suppression		negative

		suppression		negative

		supremacy		negative

		supremacy		negative

		surrender		negative

		surrender		negative

		susceptible		negative

		suspect		negative

		suspect		negative

		suspicion		negative

		suspicion		negative

		suspicions		negative

		suspicions		negative

		suspicious		negative

		suspicious		negative

		suspiciously		negative

		swamped		negative

		swear		negative

		swipe		negative

		swipe		negative

		swore		negative

		sympathetic		negative

		sympathetic		negative

		sympathetically		negative

		sympathies		negative

		sympathies		negative

		sympathy		negative

		sympathy		negative

		symptom		negative

		syndrome		negative

		syndrome		negative

		taboo		negative

		taboo		negative

		tainted		negative

		tangled		negative

		tantrum		negative

		tardy		negative

		taunt		negative

		taunting		negative

		tauntingly		negative

		taunts		negative

		tawdry		negative

		teasingly		negative

		taxing		negative

		tedious		negative

		tediously		negative

		temerity		negative

		temper		negative

		tempest		negative

		temptation		negative

		tense		negative

		tension		negative

		tension		negative

		tentative		negative

		tentatively		negative

		tenuous		negative

		tenuously		negative

		tepid		negative

		terrible		negative

		terribleness		negative

		terribly		negative

		terror		negative

		terror-genic		negative

		terror-genic		negative

		terrorism		negative

		thankless		negative

		thirst		negative

		thorny		negative

		thorny		negative

		thoughtless		negative

		thoughtlessly		negative

		thoughtlessness		negative

		threat		negative

		threat		negative

		threatening		negative

		threatening		negative

		threats		negative

		threats		negative

		thumbs		negative

		thumbs		negative

		timid		negative

		timidity		negative

		timidly		negative

		timidness		negative

		tiny		negative

		tired		negative

		tiresome		negative

		tiring		negative

		tiring		negative

		tiringly		negative

		toll		negative

		toll		negative

		torment		negative

		tormented		negative

		torrent		negative

		torture		negative

		tortured		negative

		tortuous		negative

		torturous		negative

		torturously		negative

		totalitarian		negative

		touchy		negative

		toughness		negative

		toughness		negative

		toxic		negative

		tragedy		negative

		tragedy		negative

		tragic		negative

		tragically		negative

		traitor		negative

		traitorous		negative

		traitorously		negative

		traitorously		negative

		tramp		negative

		transgression		negative

		trauma		negative

		trauma		negative

		traumatic		negative

		traumatic		negative

		traumatically		negative

		traumatized		negative

		travesties		negative

		travesty		negative

		treacherous		negative

		treacherously		negative

		treachery		negative

		treason		negative

		treasonous		negative

		trial		negative

		trick		negative

		trick		negative

		tricky		negative

		tricky		negative

		trickery		negative

		trivial		negative

		trivial		negative

		trivially		negative

		trouble		negative

		trouble		negative

		troublemaker		negative

		troublemaker		negative

		troublesome		negative

		troublesome		negative

		troublesomely		negative

		truant		negative

		trying		negative

		tumultuous		negative

		turbulent		negative

		turmoil		negative

		twist		negative

		twisted		negative

		twists		negative

		twists		negative

		tyrannical		negative

		tyrannically		negative

		tyranny		negative

		tyrant		negative

		ugliness		negative

		ugliness		negative

		ugly		negative

		ulterior		negative

		ultimatum		negative

		ultimatums		negative

		ultimatums		negative

		ultra-hardline		negative

		ultra-hardline		negative

		unable		negative

		unacceptable		negative

		unacceptablely		negative

		unaccustomed		negative

		unattractive		negative

		unauthentic		negative

		unavailable		negative

		unavoidable		negative

		unavoidably		negative

		unbearable		negative

		unbearablely		negative

		unbelievable		negative

		unbelievably		negative

		uncertain		negative

		uncivil		negative

		uncivilized		negative

		uncivilized		negative

		unclean		negative

		unclear		negative

		uncollectible		negative

		uncomfortable		negative

		uncompetitive		negative

		uncompromising		negative

		uncompromisingly		negative

		unconfirmed		negative

		unconstitutional		negative

		uncontrolled		negative

		unconvincing		negative

		unconvincingly		negative

		uncouth		negative

		undecided		negative

		undefined		negative

		undependability		negative

		undependable		negative

		underdog		negative

		underdog		negative

		underlings		negative

		underlings		negative

		underpaid		negative

		undesirable		negative

		undetermined		negative

		undid		negative

		undignified		negative

		undo		negative

		undocumented		negative

		undone		negative

		undue		negative

		unease		negative

		unease		negative

		uneasily		negative

		uneasiness		negative

		uneasiness		negative

		uneasy		negative

		uneconomical		negative

		unethical		negative

		uneven		negative

		uneventful		negative

		unexpected		negative

		unexplained		negative

		unfair		negative

		unfairly		negative

		unfaithful		negative

		unfaithfully		negative

		unfamiliar		negative

		unfavorable		negative

		unfeeling		negative

		unfinished		negative

		unfit		negative

		unforeseen		negative

		unfortunate		negative

		unfounded		negative

		unfriendly		negative

		unfulfilled		negative

		unfunded		negative

		ungrateful		negative

		ungovernable		negative

		ungovernable		negative

		unhappily		negative

		unhappiness		negative

		unhappy		negative

		unhealthy		negative

		unilateralism		negative

		unilateralism		negative

		unimaginable		negative

		unimaginably		negative

		unimportant		negative

		uninformed		negative

		uninsured		negative

		unipolar		negative

		unipolar		negative

		unjust		negative

		unjustifiable		negative

		unjustifiably		negative

		unjustified		negative

		unkind		negative

		unkindly		negative

		unlamentable		negative

		unlamentably		negative

		unlawful		negative

		unlawfully		negative

		unlawfulness		negative

		unlawfulness		negative

		unlicensed		negative

		unlucky		negative

		unmoved		negative

		unnatural		negative

		unnecessary		negative

		unneeded		negative

		unnerved		negative

		unnerving		negative

		unnervingly		negative

		unnoticed		negative

		unobserved		negative

		unorthodox		negative

		unorthodoxy		negative

		unpleasant		negative

		unpleasantries		negative

		unpleasantries		negative

		unpopular		negative

		unprecedent		negative

		unprecedented		negative

		unpredictable		negative

		unprepared		negative

		unproductive		negative

		unprofitable		negative

		unqualified		negative

		unravel		negative

		unravel		negative

		unraveled		negative

		unrealistic		negative

		unreasonable		negative

		unreasonably		negative

		unrelenting		negative

		unrelentingly		negative

		unreliability		negative

		unreliability		negative

		unreliable		negative

		unresolved		negative

		unrest		negative

		unruly		negative

		unsafe		negative

		unsatisfactory		negative

		unsavory		negative

		unscrupulous		negative

		unscrupulously		negative

		unsettled		negative

		unsettlingly		negative

		unskilled		negative

		unsophisticated		negative

		unsound		negative

		unspeakable		negative

		unspeakablely		negative

		unspecified		negative

		unstable		negative

		unsteadily		negative

		unsteadiness		negative

		unsteady		negative

		unsuccessful		negative

		unsuccessfully		negative

		unsupported		negative

		unsure		negative

		unsuspecting		negative

		unsustainable		negative

		untenable		negative

		untested		negative

		unthinkable		negative

		unthinkably		negative

		untimely		negative

		untrue		negative

		untrustworthy		negative

		untruthful		negative

		unusual		negative

		unusually		negative

		unwanted		negative

		unwarranted		negative

		unwelcome		negative

		unwieldy		negative

		unwilling		negative

		unwillingly		negative

		unwillingness		negative

		unwise		negative

		unwisely		negative

		unworkable		negative

		unworthy		negative

		unyielding		negative

		upheaval		negative

		uprising		negative

		uproar		negative

		uproarious		negative

		uproariously		negative

		uproarous		negative

		uproarously		negative

		upset		negative

		upsetting		negative

		upsettingly		negative

		urgency		negative

		urgency		negative

		urgent		negative

		urgent		negative

		urgently		negative

		useless		negative

		usurper		negative

		utter		negative

		utterly		negative

		vagrant		negative

		vague		negative

		vague		negative

		vagueness		negative

		vain		negative

		vainly		negative

		vanity		negative

		vehement		negative

		vehemently		negative

		vengeance		negative

		vengeful		negative

		vengefully		negative

		vengefulness		negative

		venom		negative

		venom		negative

		venomous		negative

		venomously		negative

		vent		negative

		vent		negative

		vestiges		negative

		vestiges		negative

		veto		negative

		veto		negative

		vexation		negative

		vexing		negative

		vexingly		negative

		vice		negative

		vicious		negative

		viciously		negative

		viciousness		negative

		vile		negative

		vileness		negative

		villainous		negative

		villainously		negative

		villains		negative

		villains		negative

		villian		negative

		villianous		negative

		villianously		negative

		vindictive		negative

		vindictively		negative

		vindictiveness		negative

		violation		negative

		violator		negative

		violator		negative

		violent		negative

		violently		negative

		viper		negative

		virulence		negative

		virulent		negative

		virulently		negative

		virus		negative

		virus		negative

		vocally		negative

		vociferous		negative

		vociferously		negative

		void		negative

		volatile		negative

		volatility		negative

		vomit		negative

		vulgar		negative

		waning		negative

		waning		negative

		wanton		negative

		war		negative

		war		negative

		war-like		negative

		war-like		negative

		warfare		negative

		warlike		negative

		warning		negative

		warning		negative

		warped		negative

		wary		negative

		warily		negative

		wariness		negative

		waste		negative

		wasteful		negative

		wastefulness		negative

		watchdog		negative

		watchdog		negative

		wayward		negative

		weak		negative

		weakening		negative

		weakening		negative

		weakness		negative

		weakness		negative

		weaknesses		negative

		weaknesses		negative

		weariness		negative

		wearisome		negative

		weary		negative

		weary		negative

		wedge		negative

		wedge		negative

		wee		negative

		weed		negative

		weird		negative

		weird		negative

		weirdly		negative

		whips		negative

		whips		negative

		wicked		negative

		wickedly		negative

		wickedness		negative

		widespread		negative

		wild		negative

		wildly		negative

		wiles		negative

		wily		negative

		withheld		negative

		withhold		negative

		woe		negative

		woebegone		negative

		woeful		negative

		woefully		negative

		worn		negative

		worried		negative

		worriedly		negative

		worrier		negative

		worries		negative

		worries		negative

		worrisome		negative

		worry		negative

		worry		negative

		worryingly		negative

		worse		negative

		worst		negative

		worthless		negative

		worthlessly		negative

		worthlessness		negative

		wound		negative

		wound		negative

		wounds		negative

		wounds		negative

		wreck		negative

		wrath		negative

		wretch		negative

		wretched		negative

		wretchedly		negative

		wretchedness		negative

		wrong		negative

		wrongful		negative

		wrought		negative

		wrought		negative

		yawn		negative

		zealot		negative

		zealous		negative

		zealously		negative



"Chuck Cartledge"


rm(list=ls())

library(twitteR)
library(igraph)
library(qcc)
library(methods)
library(DBI)
library(RPostgreSQL)

source("twitterLibrary.R")

source("hashTables.R")

resetDB <- function()
    {
        command <- "psql -o /tmp/output.txt -f psqlCommands.psql"
        system(command)
    }



connectToDatabase <- function(dataBase)
    {
        drv <- dbDriver("PostgreSQL")
        returnValue <- dbConnect(drv, dbname = dataBase)

        returnValue
    }


storeInDatabase <- function(connections)
    {
        database <- "chuck"

        con <- connectToDatabase(database)

        data <- hashTableList(connections) ## [1:1000]

        relations <- splitConnections(data)

        for (i in 1:length(relations[,"from"]))
            {
                line <- sprintf("insert into connections values ('%s', '%s')",
                                relations[i,'from'], relations[i,'to'])
                dbGetQuery(con, line)
            }

        dbDisconnect(con)
    }

reportConnections <- function(connections, texFile, percentage, maxReport=20)
    {
        data <- hashTableList(connections)# [1:1000]
        temp <- splitConnections(data)

        ## print("temp");print(temp)

        ends <- c(temp[,"from"], temp[,"to"])

        ## print("ends");print(ends)
        
        edges <- length(ends)/2

        
        ## print("table(ends)");print(table(ends))
        
        d <- sort(table(ends), decreasing=TRUE)

        threshold <- edges * percentage / 100

        count <- 0

        metThreshold <- FALSE
        numberToProcess <- min(maxReport, length(d))
        iCounter <- 0
        for (i in 1:numberToProcess)
            {
                user <- names(d[i])

                print(sprintf("Processing %s %.0f of %.0f",
                              user, i, numberToProcess))

                tryCatch(
                    {info <- getUser(user)
                     ## print(str(info))

                     lang <- info$getLang()

                     if (lang == "en")
                         {

                     description <- info$getDescription()
                     location <- info$getLocation()
                 }
                     else
                         {
                             temp <- "lang not English, data ignored"
                             description <- temp
                             location <- temp
                         }
                     count <- count + d[[i]]
                     if ((count > threshold) && (metThreshold == FALSE))
                         {
                             print("Edges exceeded expectation")
                             metThreshold <- TRUE
                         }

                     iCounter <- iCounter + 1
                     line <- sprintf("\\numprint{%f} &  \\numprint{%f} &  %s & %s & %s \\\\",
                                     iCounter, d[[i]], user, description, location)

                     print(line)
                     write(line, file=texFile, append=TRUE)
                 }, error=function(e){print("There was an error with processing")
                                      print(e)}
                    )
                
            }
    }


splitConnections <- function(data)
    {
        from <- c()
        to <- c()
        weight <- c()
        for (d in data)
            {
                temp <- strsplit(d, split=" -> ", fixed=TRUE)
                from <- c(from, temp[[1]][1])
                to <- c(to, temp[[1]][2])
                weight <- c(weight, 1)
            }

        returnValue <- data.frame(from=from, to=to, weights=weight, stringsAsFactors=FALSE)

        returnValue
    }

recordConnection <- function(src, other, connections)
    {
        connection <- sprintf("%s -> %s", src, other)
        hashTableInsert(connection, "Y", connections)
    }

plotConnections <- function(connections, graphFile="/tmp/graph.png", paretoFile="/tmp/paerto.png")
    {
        data <- hashTableList(connections) ## [1:1000]

        relations <- splitConnections(data)
        ## print(relations)

        plotConnectionsWorker(relations, graphFile, paretoFile)
    }


plotConnectionsDB <- function(database, graphFile="/tmp/graph.png", paretoFile="/tmp/paerto.png")
    {
        con <- connectToDatabase(database)

        query <- "select fromNode, toNode from connections"

        d <- dbGetQuery(con, query)

        d <- as.data.frame(d, stringsAsFactors = FALSE)

        names(d) <- c("from", "to")
        ## print(typeof(d))
        ## print(head(d))

        plotConnectionsWorker(d, graphFile, paretoFile)
        
        dbDisconnect(con)
    }
        

plotConnectionsWorker <- function(relations, graphFile, paretoFile)
    {
        from <- relations[,"from"]
        to <- relations[,"to"]
        
        g <- graph.data.frame(relations, directed=TRUE)

        main <- sprintf("%.0f unique nodes, %.0f edges",
                        length(unique(sort(c(from, to)))),
                        length(from)
                        )

        png(filename=graphFile, width=960, height=960, type="cairo-png")
        set.seed(1)

        ## plot(g, edge.width=E(g)$weight, main=main)
        g <- set.vertex.attribute(g,"name",value=seq(1:length(V(g))))
        
        plot(g,layout=layout.fruchterman.reingold(g,weights=E(g)$weight^3),
             vertex.size=0,
             vertex.label=NA,
             main=main)

        dev.off()

      
        breaks <- 20
        
        d <- degree(g, mode="all")
        d <- hist(d, breaks=seq(0, max(d) + breaks, by=breaks), plot=FALSE)
        ## print(d)

        counts <- c()
        for (i in 1:length(d$counts))
            {
                if(d$counts[i] > 0)
                    {
                        counts <- c(counts, rep(d$mids[i], d$counts[i]))
                    }
            }

        ## print(counts)
        temp <- table(counts)
        ## print(temp)
        ## names(temp) <- labels
        ## print(temp)

        png(filename=paretoFile, width=960, height=960, type="cairo-png")
        
        pareto.chart(temp, main="Degree distribution")

        dev.off()
    }

addNewScreenName <- function(screenName, toBeProcessed, processed, type)
    {
        if(is.null(hashTableLookup(screenName, processed)) == TRUE)
            {
                if(is.null(hashTableLookup(screenName, toBeProcessed)) == TRUE)
                    {
                        hashTableInsert(screenName, "Y", toBeProcessed)
                        print(sprintf("%s: Added %s to toBeProcessed", type, screenName))
                    }
            }
    }


main <- function(tokens=c("realdonaldtrump"))
    {
        init2()

        toBeProcessed <- hashTableCreate()

        processed <- hashTableCreate()

        connections <- hashTableCreate()
        
        searchString <- paste(tokens, collapse="+")

        graphImageFile <- "../Images/graph.png"
        paertoImageFile <- "../Images/paerto.png"

        totalGraphImageFile <- "../Images/totalGraph.png"
        totalPaertoImageFile <- "../Images/totalPaerto.png"

        texFile <- "/tmp/report.tex"
        
        percentage <- 85
        maxReport <- 30
        
        sourceLimit <- 10

        d <- c()

        counter <- 0
        counterLimit <- 10
        while((length(d) == 0) && (counter < counterLimit))
            {
                counter <- counter + 1
                print(sprintf("Searching for: %s attempt %.0f of %.0f",
                              searchString, counter, counterLimit))
                d <- searchTwitter(searchString, n=3)
            }


        if (length(d) == 0)
            {
                print(sprintf("Unable to find tweets for: %s after %.0f tries.  Bailing.", searchString, counter))
                return(-1)
            }
        
        print(d)


        tweeters <- c()

        ## use the str() function to see the names/functions in an S4 data type
        for (i in 1:length(d))
            {
                ## screenName <- strsplit(d[[i]]$getScreenName(), split=":")[[1]][1]
                ## tweeter <- d[[i]]$getId()
                ## tweeters <- c(tweeters, tweeter)

                ## hashTableInsert(tweeter, screenName, toBeProcessed)
                screenName <- d[[i]]$getScreenName()
                tweeters <- c(tweeters, screenName)

                hashTableInsert(screenName, "Y", toBeProcessed)
                ## print("raw tweet"); print(d[[i]]); print(str(d[[i]]))
            }

        print(tweeters)

        if (FALSE)
            {
                for (sender in tweeters)
                    {
                        info <- getUser(sender)
                        print(str(info))
                        print(info$getFollowers())
                    }
            }
        else
            {
                sourceCounter <- 1
                tweetersToProcess <- hashTableList(toBeProcessed)
                while ((length(tweetersToProcess) > 0) && (sourceCounter <= sourceLimit))
                    {
                        screenName <- tweetersToProcess[1]

                        
                        ## print(src)
                        ## screenName <- hashTableLookup(src, toBeProcessed)

                        print(sprintf("Processing screenName %s %.0f of %.0f",
                                      screenName, sourceCounter, sourceLimit))
                        hashTableDelete(screenName, toBeProcessed)
                        hashTableInsert(screenName, "Y", processed)

                        returnValue <- tryCatch({
                            info <- getUser(screenName)
                            ## print("str(info)");print(str(info))
                            followers <- info$getFollowers()

                            i <- 0

                            for (f in followers)
                                {
                                    i <- i + 1
                                    follower <- f$getScreenName()
                                    ## print(sprintf("follower %.0f %s", i, follower))
                                    
                                    ## print(str(followers[i]))

                                    recordConnection(screenName, follower, connections)
                                    
                                    addNewScreenName(follower, toBeProcessed, processed, "Follower")
                                }
                        }, error=function(e){print("There was an error with followers.");print(e)}
                                                )
                        returnValue <- tryCatch({
                            info <- getUser(screenName)
                            friends <- info$getFriends()
                            
                            i <- 0
                            
                            for (f in friends)
                                {
                                    i <- i + 1
                                    friend <- f$getScreenName()
                                    ## print(sprintf("friend %.0f %s", i, friend))

                                    recordConnection(screenName, friend, connections)
                                    recordConnection(friend, screenName, connections)

                                    addNewScreenName(friend, toBeProcessed, processed, "Friend")
                                    
                                }
                            
                        }, error=function(e){print("There was an error with friends.");print(e)}
                                                
                                                )
                        ## print("followers"); print(followers); print(str(followers))

                        tweetersToProcess <- hashTableList(toBeProcessed)

                        sourceCounter <- sourceCounter + 1
                    }
                print(hashTableList(connections))

                plotConnections(connections, graphImageFile, paertoImageFile)

                unlink(texFile)
                
                reportConnections(connections, texFile, percentage, maxReport)

                storeInDatabase(connections)

            }

        plotConnectionsDB("chuck", totalGraphImageFile, totalPaertoImageFile)
        print("Normal end of processing.")
    }

main()
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rm(list=ls())

library(bitops)
library(RCurl)
library(rjson)
library(NLP)

library(ROAuth)
library(streamR)
library(twitteR)
## library(ggplot2)
## library(grid)
library(tm)
## library(stringr)

source("twitterLibrary.R")

plotStackedData <- function(xMin, xMax, yMin, yMax, xLabel, yLabel, mainTitle, data, myColors) {


    plot(x=c(xMin, xMax), y=c(yMin, yMax), type="n", main=mainTitle, xlab=xLabel, ylab=yLabel)

    ## legend(x="topright",legend=c("neg", "neu", "pos"),
    ##        fill=myColors,
    ##        text.col=myColors
    ##        )


    xS <- c(xMin:(xMin + length(data[[1]]) - 1), (xMin + length(data[[1]]) - 1):xMin)

                                        #print("xS");print(xS)

    polyBottom <- rep(0, length(data[[1]]))

    for (i in 1:length(data))
        {
                                        #	   print(sprintf("i = %.0f",i))

                                        #print(c(data[[1]],rev(data[[1]])))

	    for (j in 1:length(data[[1]]))
                {
                    if (j == 1) 
                        {
                            polyData <- data[[i]][j] + polyBottom[j]
                        }
                    else
                        {
                            polyData <- c(polyData, (data[[i]][j] + polyBottom[j]))
                        }
                }
	    polyData <- c(polyData,rev(polyBottom))

                                        #	    print("polyData");print(polyData)
                                        #print("polyBottom");print(polyBottom)


	    polygon(xS, polyData, col=myColors[i])

	    for (j in 1:length(data[[1]]))
                {
                    polyBottom[j] <- polyBottom[j] + data[[i]][j]
                }
        }  
}


plotData <- function(tracks, df, samples, sampleTime)
    {
        xMin <- 1
        xMax <- samples
        yMin <- 0

        oldPar <- par()
        par(mfrow=c(length(tracks),1))
        
        xLabel <- sprintf("Samples at %.0f seconds interval", sampleTime)
        myColors <- c("black","white","green")
        
        for (track in tracks)
            {
                main <- sprintf("Data for the tweet:%s", track)
                d <- df[df$track==track,]
                ## print (d)


                xLabel <- sprintf("Samples at %.0f seconds interval. %s tweets.",
                                  sampleTime,
                                  formatC(sum(d$n), format="d", big.mark=",")
                                  )

                yLabel <- sprintf("Raw number of tweets")
                yMax <- max(d$n)
                data <- list(d$negative, d$neutral, d$positive)
                plotStackedData(xMin, xMax, yMin, yMax,
                                xLabel, yLabel, mainTitle <- main,
                                data <- data,
                                myColors <- myColors
                                )
            }

        par(oldPar)
    }


clean.tweets <- function(text){
    words <- removePunctuation(text)
                                        # Note: if you're running this on your computer, you can
                                        # uncomment next line to 'stem' words in tweets
                                        # words <- wordStem(words)
                                        # spliting in words
    words <- strsplit(text, " ")
    return(words)
}

                                        # classify an individual tweet
classify <- function(words, pos.words, neg.words){
                                        # count number of positive and negative word matches
    pos.matches <- sum(words %in% pos.words)
    neg.matches <- sum(words %in% neg.words)
    return(pos.matches - neg.matches)
}

sentimentWord <- function(fileType)
    {
        switch(as.character(fileType),
               "1" = {
                   fileName <- "lexicon.csv"
                                        # loading lexicon of positive and negative words        
                   lexicon <- read.csv(file=fileName, stringsAsFactors=FALSE)
                   pos.words <- lexicon$word[lexicon$polarity=="positive"]
                   neg.words <- lexicon$word[lexicon$polarity=="negative"]
               },
               "2" = {
                   ## https://ataspinar.wordpress.com/2016/01/21/sentiment-analysis-with-bag-of-words/
                   ## Bag of Words based on Internet Movie Data Base reviews
                   pos.words <- c("it", "turns", "blown", "good", "wow", "down", "amazingly", "book", "next", "read",
                                  "movie", "brilliantly", "masterful", "awesome", "superb", "fabulous", "wait", "wonderfully",
                                  "highly", "tuner", "incredible", "toes", "fantastic", "bed", "masterfully", "thank", "prime", "loved",
                                  "favor", "blew", "excellent", "master", "time", "chilling", "amazing", "crafted", "end", "roller", "story",
                                  "seat", "loves", "edge", "gift", "twice", "beautiful", "insightful", "layers", "constantly", "wow", "keeps",
                                  "night", "coaster", "pieces", "terrific", "sleep", "genius", "predict", "unpredictable", "morning",
                                  "thrilling", "reading", "intricate", "complex", "fascinating", "funny", "immediately", "enjoys", "woven",
                                  "late", "unfolds", "minute", "love", "beautifully", "brilliant", "surface", "perfect", "witty", "till", "fast—paced", "intense"
                                  )
                   neg.words <- c("waste", "poorly", "wasted", "worst", "ridiculous", "dumb", "badly", "awful", "skipped", "horrible",
                                  "worse", "depressing", "pathetic", "terrible", "stupid", "silly", "boring", "annoying", "unrealistic",
                                  "bother", "poor", "contrived", "unbelievable", "stuck", "miserable", "profanity", "implausible",
                                  "selfish", "sorry", "mistake", "unlikeable", "unlikable", "struggled", "bothered", "messquit", "hated",
                                  "death", "book", "shallow", "negative", "disliked", "cliche", "dull", "care", "really", "annoyed",
                                  "suspend", "pass", "sadly", "cared", "skip", "holes", "stopped", "plain")
               }
               )
        returnValue <- list("positive"=pos.words, "negative"=neg.words)
        
        returnValue
    }
                                        # function that applies sentiment classifier
classifier <- function(tweets, pos.words, neg.words, keyword){
                                        # subsetting tweets that contain the keyword
    keyWordOnly <- sprintf("\\b%s\\b",keyword)
    relevant <- grep(keyWordOnly, tweets$text, ignore.case=TRUE)
                                        # preparing tweets for analysis
    words <- clean.tweets(tweets$text[relevant])
                                        # classifier
    scores <- unlist(lapply(words, classify, pos.words, neg.words))
    n <- length(scores)
    if (FALSE)
        {
            positive <- as.integer(length(which(scores>0))/n*100)
            negative <- as.integer(length(which(scores<0))/n*100)
            neutral <- 100 - positive - negative
        }
    else
        {
            positive <- length(which(scores>0))
            negative <- length(which(scores<0))
            neutral <- n - positive - negative
        }

    print(sprintf("%.0f tweets about %s: %.0f positive, %.0f negative, %.0f neutral",
                  n, keyword, positive, negative, neutral))

    returnValue <- c(n, positive, negative, neutral)
}

main <- function(numberOfSamples=2, imageFile="../Images/tweetSentiment.png")
    {
        sampleTime <- 20

        tracks <- sort(c("realdonaldtrump", "hillaryclinton", "berniesanders", "tedcruz"))

        captureFile <- "tweets.json"

        sentimentFile <- 1
        
        credential <- init()

        lexicon <- sentimentWord(sentimentFile)

        ## print(lexicon)

        df <- data.frame(track=character(),
                         sample=integer(),
                         n=integer(),
                         positive=integer(),
                         negative=integer(),
                         neutral=integer()
                         )
        
        for (i in 1:numberOfSamples)
            {
                print(sprintf("Sample %.0f of %.0f, %.0f seconds sample period.",
                              i, numberOfSamples, sampleTime))
                if (file.exists(captureFile))
                    {
                        unlink(captureFile)
                    }
                filterStream(file.name=captureFile, track=tracks, timeout=sampleTime, oauth=credential)
                tweets <- parseTweets(captureFile, verbose = TRUE)
                for (track in tracks)
                    {
                        d <- classifier(tweets, lexicon$positive, lexicon$negative, keyword=track)
                        temp <-data.frame(track=track, sample=i, n=d[1], positive=d[2], negative=d[3], neutral=d[4])
                        df <- rbind(df, temp)
                    }

                plotData(tracks, df, numberOfSamples, sampleTime)
            }

        if(is.null(imageFile) == FALSE)
            {
                png(imageFile, width = 960, height = 960, type="cairo")
                plotData(tracks, df, numberOfSamples, sampleTime)
                dev.off()
            }
        ## print(df)
    }


main()
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keyAndSecret <- function()
    {
        key <- "use personal twitter key cc..."
        secret <- "use personal twitter secret Db..."

        list(key=key, secret=secret)
    }


init <- function(reset=FALSE)
    {
        oauathFileName <- "credential_oauth"

        oauathFileNamePEM <- "cacert.pem"
        
        if ((file.exists(oauathFileName) && (reset == FALSE)))
            {
                load(oauathFileName)
            }
        else
            {
                require(ROAuth)

                temp <- keyAndSecret()
                key <- temp$key
                secret <- temp$secret

                credential <- OAuthFactory$new(consumerKey=key,
                                               consumerSecret=secret,
                                               requestURL='https://api.twitter.com/oauth/request_token',
                                               accessURL='https://api.twitter.com/oauth/access_token',
                                               authURL='https://api.twitter.com/oauth/authorize')

                options(RCurlOptions = list(cainfo = system.file("CurlSSL", "cacert.pem", package = "RCurl")))
                download.file(url="http://curl.haxx.se/ca/cacert.pem", destfile=oauathFileNamePEM)
                credential$handshake(cainfo=oauathFileNamePEM)
                registerTwitterOAuth(credential)

                save(credential, file=oauathFileName)
            }
        returnValue <- credential

        returnValue
    }

init2 <- function(reset=FALSE)
    {
        dataFile <- "twitter_oauth"

        if ((file.exists(dataFile) && (reset == FALSE)))
            {
                load(dataFile)
            }
        else
            {
                temp <- keyAndSecret()
                key <- temp$key
                secret <- temp$secret
                
                save(list=c("key", "secret"), file= dataFile)
            }

        setup_twitter_oauth(key, secret)
    }
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\connect chuck;
drop table if exists connections;
create table connections (
       fromNode  varchar(880),
       toNode  varchar(880)
);

\q
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